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Vidiac (VIDI) emerges as a beacon for the video content creation world, uniting 

the boundless creativity of content creators with the forward-thinking 

monetization strategies enabled by blockchain technology. Our vision is to 

transform the way video content is valued, shared, and monetized, ensuring 

creators are not just participants but beneficiaries of the digital economy. 

Bridging Creativity and Technology 

At the convergence of artistic expression and technological innovation, Vidiac 

presents a unique platform. It's meticulously engineered to offer video content 

creators an unparalleled opportunity to leverage blockchain's decentralized, 

transparent, and equitable model for monetizing their passion and talent. Vidiac 

aims to dismantle barriers and democratize earnings in the digital content realm, 

making financial success accessible to creators at every career stage. 

Empowering Creators 

In the current digital landscape, creators often navigate through a maze of 

restrictions and opaque revenue models. Vidiac introduces a paradigm shift by 

directly rewarding creators through an ecosystem designed to recognize and 

monetize creativity fairly. By tapping into trading tax revenue, Vidiac ensures 

creators receive a share that reflects their contribution to the community, 

fostering a sustainable model of creative and financial growth. 

A Community-Driven Ecosystem 

Vidiac is not merely a platform but a vibrant community where every voice 

matters. Built on the foundation of blockchain, the ecosystem thrives on 

democratic principles, allowing creators and token holders to influence its 

evolution through direct votes and active participation. This communal approach 

encourages a deep sense of ownership and connection, uniting creators and 

supporters in a shared mission to redefine content monetization. 

 



Seamless Monetization 

Distinguishing itself from conventional platforms, Vidiac's monetization strategy 

is deeply integrated with its core operations. Creators are rewarded with VIDI 

tokens, directly linking their income to the ecosystem's overall trading activity. 

This innovative approach not only guarantees a consistent revenue stream but also 

aligns the entire community's interests, promoting an environment where mutual 

support drives collective success. 

Join the Revolution 

Vidiac invites you to be part of a movement that transcends traditional content 

monetization. We're committed to empowering creators, offering equitable 

investment opportunities, and nurturing a community where creativity thrives. 

With Vidiac, step into a future where your creative output is rightfully valued and 

join us in crafting a legacy in the digital content space. 

 

Vidiac (VIDI) Token Distribution 

The VIDI token stands at the core of our ecosystem, with a capped supply of 

1,000,000 VIDI ensuring a balanced and growth-oriented economic model. Here's 

an in-depth look at the VIDI token distribution: 

• 50% Private Sale and Presale: Prioritizing early adopters and believers in 

the Vidiac vision, this allocation is designed to build a foundation of support, 

encouraging the early community to actively engage and shape the ecosystem's 

future. 

• 20% Initial Liquidity: A robust initial liquidity is crucial for a healthy 

trading environment. This allocation secures a stable platform for transactions, 

mitigating volatility and ensuring participants can trade efficiently. 

• 10.5% Team Compensation: A token of appreciation for the team's 

relentless effort and innovation, this segment motivates ongoing development, 

ensuring Vidiac continues to evolve and lead in the blockchain content space. 

• 10% Utility Wallet: Reserved for operational excellence, this fund is 

allocated for engaging users, subsidizing transaction fees when necessary, and 

other initiatives that enhance the Vidiac experience, driving active and sustained 

participation. 



• 9.5% Marketing and Referral: Visibility and community expansion are 

paramount. This portion supports broad-based marketing strategies and a referral 

program designed to attract a diverse group of new users, creators, and investors 

to the platform. 

 

Vidiac Tokenomics 

The tokenomics of Vidiac is an essential cornerstone that defines its innovative 

financial ecosystem, crafted meticulously to balance growth, sustainability, and 

rewarding participation. Understanding the intricacies of Vidiac's tokenomics 

offers insights into how it stands apart as a revolutionary platform within the 

decentralized finance (DeFi) and content creation landscapes. 

Structured Tax Mechanism 

At the heart of Vidiac's tokenomics lies a structured tax mechanism, applicable to 

buy, sell, and, potentially, transfer transactions. This mechanism is designed with 

flexibility and community governance in mind: 

• Tax Rates: Taxes on transactions can be adjusted based on community 

consensus. The rates for buying, selling, and transferring VIDI tokens are 

individually adjustable, with a cap ranging from 0% to 15%. This ensures that the 

ecosystem can dynamically respond to its operational needs and community 

preferences. 

• Initial Tax-Free Transfers: To foster an encouraging environment for 

participants, transfers of VIDI tokens between wallets incur no taxes initially. This 

policy is in place to facilitate the free movement of tokens within the ecosystem, 

enhancing liquidity and participation. However, recognizing the importance of 

adaptability and community feedback, the feature to tax transfers can be activated 

in the future if deemed beneficial by the token holders. 

Conversion into USDC and Distribution 

The taxes collected from transactions undergo a conversion process, where they 

are swapped into USDC, a stablecoin. This process is vital for several reasons: 

• Stability: Converting taxes into USDC mitigates volatility risks associated 

with holding cryptocurrencies. It ensures that the dividends distributed to 

investors and creators maintain their value, reflecting Vidiac’s commitment to 

providing stable returns in the ever-fluctuating crypto market. 



• Dividends Distribution: The bulk of the USDC collected from taxes serves 

as dividends to VIDI token holders, rewarding their investment and participation 

in the ecosystem. This distribution model is designed to provide a passive income 

stream to investors, reinforcing their stake in Vidiac's success. 

• Featured Creator Support: In alignment with Vidiac's mission to empower 

creators, 10% of the USDC garnered from transaction taxes is directly allocated to 

the featured creator. This not only provides a tangible reward for their 

contributions but also highlights the platform's dedication to nurturing creative 

talent. 

Funding Team Salary, Overhead, and Development 

An innovative aspect of Vidiac's tokenomics is the approach to funding its 

operations, including team salaries, overhead costs, and ongoing development: 

• Dividends from Token Holdings: The Vidiac team and the platform's 

operational costs are financed through the dividends generated from the tokens 

they hold. This model ensures that the team's interests are intrinsically aligned 

with those of the investors and the broader community. It promotes a sustainable 

financial structure where the ecosystem's growth directly benefits its maintenance 

and advancement. 

• Community-Driven Financial Sustainability: By tying the operational 

funding to the ecosystem’s performance, Vidiac fosters a transparent and 

accountable framework. It encourages the team to continuously innovate and 

enhance the platform, driving value for token holders and creators alike. 

Conclusion 

Vidiac's tokenomics embodies a visionary approach to integrating blockchain 

technology with content creation, offering a robust, sustainable, and community-

focused economic model. By strategically utilizing transaction taxes, converting 

them into a stable currency for dividends, and aligning the team's incentives with 

the ecosystem's success, Vidiac is poised to revolutionize how creators monetize 

their content and how investors reap the benefits of DeFi. Join us in this journey to 

empower creativity and investment in the digital age. 

 

Benefits for Video Creators 

Vidiac is committed to providing video creators with a multifaceted ecosystem 

designed to enhance their creative endeavors and financial opportunities. Through 



innovative use of blockchain technology, Vidiac offers creators various avenues to 

benefit significantly from their participation in the platform. 

Earning USDC Dividends by Holding VIDI 

Creators who hold VIDI tokens become integral members of the Vidiac ecosystem, 

entitled to receive USDC dividends. This feature introduces a stable income 

stream, providing financial stability and rewarding creators for their investment 

in the community. The dividends are a direct result of the ecosystem's trading 

activities, ensuring creators benefit from the platform's growth and success. 

Increased Earnings Through Referral Codes 

Vidiac empowers creators to further monetize their influence by utilizing 

personalized referral codes. When fans and new users join Vidiac using a creator's 

referral code, VIDI tokens are sent directly to their wallet and the creator earns 

additional VIDI tokens. This mechanism not only incentivizes community 

expansion but also rewards creators for their role in attracting new participants to 

the platform. 

Creator Spotlight: Visibility and Financial Rewards 

One of the standout features of Vidiac is the Creator Spotlight, a democratically 

elected position that highlights selected creators to the entire Vidiac community. 

Being voted into the Creator Spotlight significantly boosts a creator's visibility, 

offering exposure to potential new fans and subscribers. Additionally, the featured 

creator earns 10% of all USDC generated from the platform's transaction taxes 

during their spotlight period, providing a substantial financial benefit and 

recognition for their contributions. 

Merchandise Sales on www.vidiac.shop 

Vidiac extends the monetization opportunities for creators through 

www.vidiac.shop, where creators can sell their branded merchandise. The 

platform uniquely supports creators by converting the profits from each sale into 

VIDI tokens on the Decentralized Exchange (DEX) and directly transferring those 

tokens to the creator. This innovative approach ensures that creators directly 

benefit from their merchandise sales, transforming fan purchases into tangible 

support. 

Gaining Exposure and Growing Fanbase 

Beyond financial benefits, Vidiac offers creators invaluable exposure to a growing 

community of enthusiasts and potential fans. The platform's design inherently 



promotes creator discovery, allowing creators to showcase their work to a broader 

audience. This exposure is pivotal for building a loyal fanbase, increasing 

subscribers, and enhancing overall brand visibility within and beyond the Vidiac 

ecosystem. 

Conclusion 

Vidiac presents a groundbreaking platform where video creators are not just 

participants but valued members whose creative outputs are directly monetized 

and celebrated. From stable USDC dividends and rewards for community 

engagement to financial gains from merchandise sales and enhanced exposure 

through the Creator Spotlight, Vidiac offers a comprehensive suite of benefits 

tailored to support and empower creators at every level. Join Vidiac and transform 

your creative passion into a thriving career, backed by a community that 

champions your success. 

 

Benefits for Investors in the Vidiac Ecosystem 

Investing in Vidiac opens a world of unique opportunities, blending the dynamic 

nature of cryptocurrency with structured benefits that safeguard interests and 

optimize earnings. Here’s how investors can thrive within the Vidiac ecosystem: 

USDC Dividends: A Shield Against Volatility 

One of the paramount benefits Vidiac offers its investors is the distribution of 

dividends in USDC, a stablecoin. This approach is designed to insulate investors 

from the inherent volatility of the cryptocurrency market. Regardless of an 

investor's entry point — even those buying at the market's peak — the continuous 

trading within the ecosystem ensures that every investor has the opportunity to 

recuperate their investment through USDC dividends. This model prioritizes the 

generation of a stable, passive income stream, emphasizing the return on 

investment through trading activities rather than the fluctuating value of the VIDI 

token itself. 

Leveraging the Dual DEX System for Arbitrage 

Vidiac’s innovative Dual DEX system, with liquidity pools on both PancakeSwap 

and UniSwap trading against BNB on the BSC network, presents a lucrative 

opportunity for arbitrage. Investors can capitalize on price discrepancies between 

these exchanges — purchasing VIDI tokens at a lower price on one DEX and selling 

them at a higher price on the other. This mechanism not only enhances the 



potential for profit but also contributes to maintaining an active trading volume, 

which is beneficial for the overall health of the Vidiac ecosystem. 

Earning Free VIDI Tokens Through Referrals 

Investors in Vidiac are not just passive participants but can actively contribute to 

the ecosystem's growth through the referral program. By sharing a unique referral 

code, investors can earn free VIDI tokens when new participants join the platform 

using their code. This feature not only incentivizes the expansion of the Vidiac 

community but also rewards existing investors with additional tokens, enhancing 

their portfolio and potential dividend earnings. 

The Value of VIDI Tokens: Focus on Trade Volume 

In the Vidiac ecosystem, the intrinsic value of VIDI tokens is secondary to the 

trade volume they generate. High or low market cap does not dictate the success of 

an investment in VIDI tokens. Instead, the ecosystem is designed to thrive on the 

active trading of VIDI tokens across the Dual DEX system, referrals, and 

merchandise sales. It is this trading volume that fuels the USDC dividends, 

ensuring a steady return for investors independent of the tokens’ market price. 

Conclusion 

Investing in Vidiac offers a comprehensive suite of benefits that extend beyond 

traditional investment models. By focusing on USDC dividends, facilitating 

arbitrage opportunities, rewarding community growth through referrals, and 

emphasizing trade volume over token price, Vidiac creates an environment where 

investors can find stability, growth, and continuous engagement. The ecosystem is 

tailored to support investors’ success, providing a platform where the volatile 

nature of cryptocurrency is balanced with structured rewards and innovative 

financial mechanisms. Join the Vidiac investment community and be part of a 

forward-thinking platform that redefines the value and potential of crypto 

investments. 

 

Marketing and Community Engagement 

Vidiac adopts a multifaceted approach to marketing and community engagement, 

central to our strategy are our partnerships with video creators. By collaborating 

closely with creators, Vidiac leverages their reach and influence to introduce our 

innovative platform to a wider audience. This partnership is supported by our 



creator kit, a curated package of resources designed to help creators effectively 

integrate Vidiac into their content. The kit includes: 

• Branding Assets: High-quality graphics and logos to ensure brand 

consistency across various media. 

• Promotional Scripts: Suggested scripts that subtly introduce Vidiac's 

benefits, making it easy for creators to talk about our platform. 

• Comprehensive Information: Detailed insights about Vidiac's features, 

benefits, and how it stands out in the digital content and DeFi spaces. 

This strategic approach to marketing not only amplifies our visibility but also 

empowers creators with the tools they need for success. Furthermore, Vidiac's 

growth is propelled by our dynamic referral program, social media campaigns, and 

community-driven initiatives, all designed to foster a vibrant, engaged, and 

growing ecosystem. 

 

Technical Architecture: Vidiac on the BSC Network 

Introduction 

Vidiac is a pioneering token designed specifically for the Binance Smart Chain 

(BSC) network, harnessing the efficiency and scalability of this blockchain to offer 

a streamlined and focused ecosystem for video creators and investors. As a single-

token infrastructure, Vidiac prioritizes simplicity, security, and direct benefits to 

its users, laying the foundation for future expansions across multiple blockchains. 

Smart Contract Fundamentals 

At the heart of Vidiac's operation is its smart contract, deployed on the BSC 

network. This smart contract governs all transactions, including token transfers, 

dividend distributions, and the mechanisms underpinning the Creator Spotlight 

and referral programs. By leveraging the BSC network, Vidiac ensures fast 

transaction times and low fees, making the platform accessible and user-friendly. 

Security and Transparency 

Security is a cornerstone of the Vidiac ecosystem. Our smart contract is open 

source, allowing anyone to review the code — a testament to our commitment to 

transparency and community trust. While Vidiac has not undergone formal 

security audits yet, plans are in place to engage with reputable blockchain security 

firms to validate and reinforce the contract's integrity. This proactive approach to 



security ensures that Vidiac remains a safe and reliable platform for all 

participants. 

Future Directions 

Vidiac is poised for expansion beyond the BSC network, with plans to introduce 

versions of the Vidiac token on other leading blockchains such as Ethereum (ETH), 

Solana (SOL), Polygon (MATIC), and Cronos (CRO). These developments will see 

the introduction of individual tokens for each blockchain, each with its own value 

and contributing to a broader Vidiac ecosystem. This multi-token strategy will 

enable multiple featured creator spots, enriching the Vidiac community with a 

diverse range of creative talents. 

User Experience 

The Vidiac platform is designed with the end-user in mind, featuring an intuitive 

interface that facilitates easy navigation and interaction with the token's features. 

Whether users are engaging with the Creator Spotlight, participating in the 

referral program, or managing their VIDI tokens, the emphasis is on creating a 

seamless and enjoyable experience. 

Conclusion 

As Vidiac continues to grow and evolve, our commitment to security, simplicity, 

and user benefit remains unwavering. With a foundation solidly built on the BSC 

network and an eye towards future expansion, Vidiac is set to redefine the 

landscape of content creation and monetization. Join us on this journey, and be 

part of a platform that values creativity, community, and the endless possibilities 

of blockchain technology. 

 

Roadmap 

Vidiac's journey from its inception to becoming a leading platform in decentralized 

finance (DeFi) and digital content creation is meticulously planned and executed. 

Our roadmap is a declaration of our commitment to innovation, community 

engagement, and transparent communication with our stakeholders. Below is an 

updated overview of our achievements and our vision for the future. 

Current Achievements 

• Launch on Binance Smart Chain (BSC): Vidiac’s smart contract was 

successfully deployed on the BSC network, introducing the innovative VIDI token. 



• Initial Community Building: A vibrant community of video creators and 

investors has been established, all united by their passion for the transformative 

potential of Vidiac. 

• Creator Spotlight Implementation: The Creator Spotlight feature is live, 

enabling creators to gain significant exposure and directly benefit from the 

ecosystem’s trading activities. 

• Referral Program Launch: Our referral program is actively rewarding 

participants, fostering community growth and enhancing the platform's reach. 

• Enhanced Platform Features: Our dApp provides advanced analytics tools 

for creators to track their performance, engagement, and earnings, as well as for 

investors to monitor their investments and dividend returns efficiently. 

• Merchandise Store Launch: www.vidiac.shop is live, offering creators a 

platform to sell their merchandise. Profits from sales are converted into VIDI 

tokens, directly benefiting the creators. 

Short-term Goals (Next 6-12 Months) 

• Security Audits: We are planning comprehensive security audits of Vidiac’s 

smart contract with leading security firms to ensure unparalleled safety and 

trustworthiness. 

• Expansion of Creator Resources: We aim to further enrich the creator kit 

with more marketing tools, tutorials, and guides, empowering creators to 

maximize their success on Vidiac. 

• Community Governance Features: Development and implementation of 

community governance tools are underway, enabling VIDI token holders to have a 

say in the platform’s development and decision-making processes. 

Mid-term Goals (1-2 Years) 

• Multi-Blockchain Expansion: We plan to launch Vidiac tokens on Ethereum 

(ETH), Solana (SOL), Polygon (MATIC), and Cronos (CRO), expanding our 

ecosystem across multiple blockchains to include more creators and investors. 

• Introduction of Additional Featured Creator Spots: In anticipation of our 

multi-blockchain expansion, we will introduce more featured creator spots, 

increasing diversity and opportunities within our community. 



• Strategic Partnerships: By forming partnerships with influential entities in 

the content creation and blockchain sectors, we aim to broaden Vidiac’s utility, 

reach, and value proposition. 

Long-term Vision (Beyond 2 Years) 

• Establishment as a Leading DeFi Platform for Creators: Our goal is to 

firmly establish Vidiac as the go-to platform for video content creators looking to 

monetize their work through blockchain technology. 

• Cross-Chain Interoperability: We will explore and implement cross-chain 

interoperability solutions for Vidiac tokens across different blockchains, aiming to 

enhance liquidity and user experience. 

• Sustainable Ecosystem Growth: Vidiac is committed to continuous 

innovation, ensuring the platform adapts to the evolving landscapes of DeFi and 

digital content creation, maintaining its leadership and relevance. 

Conclusion 

Our roadmap underscores Vidiac's dedication to creating a dynamic, secure, and 

empowering ecosystem for creators and investors alike. As we achieve each 

milestone, our focus on transparency, innovation, and user empowerment will 

guide our journey forward. Join us as we pave the way for a new era of content 

monetization and community-driven success in the digital world. 

 

Governance and Community Involvement 

Vidiac is dedicated to fostering a highly engaged, democratic, and transparent 

ecosystem where every member has a voice in shaping the platform's future. Our 

governance model and community involvement strategies are central to this 

commitment, ensuring that Vidiac not only evolves to meet the needs of its users 

but does so in a way that reflects the collective will of its vibrant community. 

Governance Model 

At the heart of Vidiac's governance model is the principle of decentralized 

decision-making. VIDI token holders are empowered to propose changes, vote on 

key decisions, and influence the strategic direction of the platform. This model 

ensures that Vidiac remains agile, responsive, and aligned with the interests and 

needs of its community. 



• Proposal System: Token holders can submit proposals for new features, 

platform improvements, or changes to the tokenomics. Proposals that meet a 

predefined threshold of support are then put to a community-wide vote. 

• Voting Mechanism: Voting rights are proportional to the number of VIDI 

tokens held, encouraging investment in the ecosystem and rewarding long-term 

participants with a greater say in its governance. 

• Transparent Execution: Results of the voting process are publicly 

accessible, and the implementation of approved proposals is conducted in an open 

and accountable manner. 

Enhancing Community Involvement 

Community involvement goes beyond governance to include various initiatives 

designed to foster a sense of belonging, contribution, and shared success: 

• Community Forums and Discussions: Platforms such as Discord, 

Telegram, and dedicated forums facilitate vibrant discussions, feedback, and direct 

communication between users, creators, and the Vidiac team. 

• Educational Resources and Workshops: Regularly updated guides, 

tutorials, and live workshops provide the community with the knowledge and tools 

needed to maximize their participation in Vidiac. 

• Creator Spotlights and Collaborations: Through spotlight features and 

collaborative projects, creators get the opportunity to showcase their work, gain 

exposure, and directly engage with their audience within the Vidiac ecosystem. 

Future Plans for Community Engagement 

Looking ahead, Vidiac plans to introduce more avenues for community 

engagement and empowerment: 

• Enhanced Governance Tools: Development of more intuitive and accessible 

tools for participating in the governance process, making it easier for every token 

holder to have their say. 

• Community-Led Events: Support and resources for community members to 

organize events, meetups, and content creation contests, fostering a stronger 

sense of community and collaboration. 

• Feedback Loops: Implementing structured feedback mechanisms to gather 

insights from the community, ensuring that Vidiac continuously evolves in line 

with user experiences and suggestions. 



Conclusion 

Governance and community involvement are the pillars upon which the Vidiac 

ecosystem stands. By prioritizing decentralized governance, fostering active 

community engagement, and ensuring a transparent decision-making process, 

Vidiac aims to build an ecosystem that not only serves the needs of video creators 

and investors but is shaped by them. As we move forward, our commitment to 

empowering our community will remain at the forefront of our mission, driving 

Vidiac towards a future where everyone has the opportunity to contribute, grow, 

and succeed. 

 

Risk Factors 

Investing in and participating in the Vidiac ecosystem, like any venture in the 

blockchain and cryptocurrency space, involves a set of inherent risks. It is crucial 

for both creators and investors to understand these risks to make informed 

decisions. Vidiac is committed to transparency and aims to mitigate these risks 

through robust security measures, legal compliance, and community engagement. 

Below, we outline the primary risk factors associated with participating in the 

Vidiac platform. 

Market Volatility 

The cryptocurrency market is known for its high volatility, which can significantly 

impact the value of VIDI tokens. While Vidiac employs mechanisms like USDC 

dividends to provide stability, participants should be aware of and prepared for 

potential fluctuations in token value. 

Regulatory Changes 

The regulatory landscape for cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology is 

evolving. Changes in regulations or legal interpretations could impact Vidiac’s 

operations, token classification, and compliance requirements. Vidiac is proactive 

in navigating these changes, but regulatory shifts remain a risk factor for all 

participants. 

Smart Contract Vulnerabilities 

Despite thorough testing and security audits, smart contracts can contain 

vulnerabilities. Vidiac’s commitment to security includes regular audits and open-



source code transparency to minimize this risk, but participants should be aware 

of the potential for exploits in any blockchain-based platform. 

Liquidity Risk 

Liquidity refers to the ease with which tokens can be bought and sold without 

affecting their market price. While Vidiac facilitates liquidity through its Dual DEX 

system and strategic tokenomics, shifts in market conditions or trader sentiment 

can impact liquidity levels, affecting token tradability. 

Adoption and Network Effects 

The success of the Vidiac platform significantly depends on achieving and 

maintaining a critical mass of users, creators, and investors. While Vidiac’s 

innovative features and community-driven approach aim to foster growth, there is 

a risk that the platform may not achieve the desired network effect or that 

adoption may not occur as rapidly as anticipated. 

Operational Risks 

Operational risks, including technical failures, cybersecurity threats, and human 

error, can impact the Vidiac platform. While Vidiac implements comprehensive 

security protocols and redundancy measures to mitigate these risks, they cannot 

be entirely eliminated. 

Counterparty Risks 

Transactions on the Vidiac platform involve interactions with other parties, 

including buyers, sellers, and liquidity providers. There is a risk that 

counterparties may not fulfill their obligations, which could impact transactions 

and token value. 

Mitigation Strategies 

Vidiac is actively working on various fronts to mitigate these risks, including: 

• Enhancing Security: Implementing cutting-edge security measures and 

conducting regular audits to protect against vulnerabilities. 

• Regulatory Compliance: Engaging with legal experts and regulatory bodies 

to ensure compliance and adapt to new regulations. 

• Community Engagement: Fostering a strong, active community to drive 

adoption and support network effects. 



• Transparency: Maintaining open lines of communication with our 

community regarding developments, challenges, and achievements. 

Conclusion 

Awareness and understanding of these risk factors are essential for anyone 

looking to participate in the Vidiac ecosystem. Vidiac is dedicated to creating a 

secure, compliant, and resilient platform that addresses these risks head-on, 

ensuring a sustainable and prosperous ecosystem for all users. Our commitment to 

innovation, security, and community engagement positions Vidiac to navigate the 

complexities of the cryptocurrency market, driving forward our mission to 

revolutionize content monetization and investment in the digital age. 

 

FAQ Section 

To address common inquiries and provide clarity on various aspects of the Vidiac 

ecosystem, we’ve compiled a comprehensive FAQ section. This resource aims to 

assist both new and existing participants in navigating the platform, 

understanding its features, and making the most of their Vidiac experience. 

1. How do I purchase VIDI tokens? 

VIDI tokens can be purchased on decentralized exchanges (DEXs) such as 

PancakeSwap, where they are traded against BNB on the Binance Smart Chain 

(BSC). To buy VIDI tokens, you’ll need a crypto wallet compatible with BSC, BNB 

tokens for the purchase, and to connect your wallet to the DEX. Detailed 

instructions can be found on our website under the "How to Get Started" section. 

2. What are USDC dividends, and how are they distributed? 

USDC dividends are a share of the transaction taxes collected from VIDI token 

trades, converted into the stablecoin USDC. These dividends are distributed to 

VIDI token holders as a form of passive income, rewarding their participation in 

the ecosystem. The distribution is proportional to the amount of VIDI held in each 

wallet, promoting a fair and equitable reward system. 

3. How can I become a featured creator? 

Creators can become featured by participating in Vidiac’s Creator Spotlight 

program, which is driven by community votes. To increase your chances, actively 

engage with the Vidiac community, utilize your referral code to bring new users to 



the platform, and showcase how Vidiac has benefited your content creation 

journey. More tips on becoming a featured creator are available in the Creator Kit. 

4. Are there any fees associated with selling merchandise on 

www.vidiac.shop? 

Selling merchandise on www.vidiac.shop is designed to maximize benefits for 

creators, with 100% of the profits from sales directly converted into VIDI tokens 

and sent to the creator. Vidiac does not charge any platform fees for selling 

merchandise, ensuring creators receive the fullest possible return from their sales. 

The only costs incurred are the standard blockchain transaction fees associated 

with converting sales proceeds from USD to VIDI and then transferring those VIDI 

tokens to the creator. Vidiac is funded through the tax dividends generated from 

DEX trades, aligning the platform's success with that of its creators. 

5. How do I sell merchandise on www.vidiac.shop? 

Selling merchandise on www.vidiac.shop is a straightforward process tailored to 

support video creators in monetizing their brand and content: 

• Becoming a Partner: Video creators interested in selling merchandise 

through Vidiac need to contact the Vidiac team to initiate the partnership process. 

This can be done through our website’s contact form or by reaching out to our 

official support email. 

• Providing Graphics: Creators can provide their own graphics for 

merchandise, or, if needed, the Vidiac team is available to create custom graphics 

free of charge. We’re committed to ensuring that your brand is represented 

accurately and attractively on all merchandise. 

• Customizing Merchandise: The Vidiac team works closely with creators to 

customize the merchandise offerings. Whether you have specific products in mind 

or are looking for recommendations, we aim to make your merchandise appealing 

to your audience and successful in the marketplace. 

• Simplifying the Process: Our goal is to make the process of selling 

merchandise as seamless and creator friendly as possible. From the initial setup to 

the final sale, Vidiac supports creators every step of the way, ensuring they can 

focus on their content while benefiting from additional revenue streams. 

Vidiac is dedicated to empowering creators, making the merchandise selling 

process simple, and ensuring creators benefit maximally from their sales. By 

partnering with us, creators can expand their brand presence, engage their 

audience, and enjoy a hassle-free way to generate additional income. 



6. What measures does Vidiac take to ensure platform security? 

Vidiac prioritizes security through multiple layers of protection, including smart 

contract audits (planned), rigorous testing, and the use of best practices in 

cybersecurity. Our smart contract is open source, allowing for community 

oversight and additional security validations. Stay informed about our latest 

security updates and practices in the Security Measures section on our website. 

7. Can VIDI token transfers be taxed in the future? 

While VIDI token transfers are not initially taxed, the community has the option to 

enable transfer taxes in the future through a governance vote. This feature is 

designed to adapt to the evolving needs of the Vidiac ecosystem and its 

participants, ensuring sustainability and growth. 

8. How can I participate in Vidiac's governance? 

VIDI token holders can participate in governance by proposing changes, voting on 

proposals, and engaging in discussions about the platform’s future. Participation 

requires holding VIDI tokens, with voting power proportional to the number of 

tokens held. Detailed instructions on participating in governance are available in 

our Governance Participation Guide. 

Conclusion 

These FAQs are designed to address common inquiries, making it easier for both 

new and existing members of the Vidiac community to navigate the platform and 

take full advantage of its features. For more detailed information, updates, and 

support, please visit our official website or contact the Vidiac support team. We 

are continually updating our resources to ensure our community has the latest 

information and support needed to thrive within the Vidiac ecosystem. 

 

How to Get Started 

For newcomers to the Vidiac ecosystem, whether you're a video creator looking to 

monetize your content or an investor seeking to support the creative industry 

while earning dividends, this guide outlines the steps to get started with Vidiac. 

The process is straightforward, designed to welcome participants into the Vidiac 

community with ease. 

 



For Video Creators 

1. Explore Vidiac: Begin by visiting the Vidiac website to gain an 

understanding of what the platform offers, including the Creator Spotlight, 

opportunities to sell merchandise, and the referral program. This initial step is 

crucial for familiarizing yourself with how Vidiac can complement your existing 

monetization strategies. 

2. Contact the Vidiac Team: Instead of a signup process, creators should 

directly contact the Vidiac team. Provide essential information such as your video 

channel URL, creator username, a brief bio, your logo or a representative image, 

and your cryptocurrency wallet address where you wish to receive tokens. This 

information will be used to create a "Creator Card," which will be utilized to 

promote you across Vidiac's platforms. 

3. Engage with the Community: Joining the Vidiac community is a vital step 

towards maximizing your platform presence. Engage with fellow creators and the 

Vidiac team on platforms like Discord or Telegram to share experiences, gain 

insights, and receive support. 

4. Leverage the Creator Kit: Access the Creator Kit on the Vidiac website, 

equipped with graphics, scripts, and detailed information designed to help you 

effectively promote Vidiac in your content. This kit is a valuable resource for 

integrating Vidiac seamlessly into your videos and social media posts. 

5. Merchandise Collaboration: Reach out to the Vidiac team to discuss and 

set up your merchandise on www.vidiac.shop. Whether you have specific 

merchandise ideas or need guidance, the Vidiac team is prepared to assist in 

customizing your product offerings and ensuring they resonate with your 

audience. 

6. Promotion and Referrals: Utilize your unique referral code to encourage 

your audience to explore Vidiac. Promoting your Vidiac-associated merchandise 

and the platform's benefits not only contributes to community growth but also 

directly enhances your potential earnings through referrals and merchandise 

sales. 

For Investors 

1. Learn About Vidiac: Visit the Vidiac website to understand the investment 

opportunities, including how VIDI tokens generate USDC dividends and the 

advantages of the Dual DEX system for arbitrage. 



2. Acquire VIDI Tokens: Purchase VIDI tokens through a decentralized 

exchange (DEX) like PancakeSwap. Ensure you have a compatible crypto wallet 

and BNB tokens for the transaction. 

3. Hold and Earn Dividends: By holding VIDI tokens, you’re eligible to earn 

dividends in USDC. Monitor your dividend earnings through your Vidiac account 

dashboard. 

4. Explore Arbitrage Opportunities: Take advantage of the Dual DEX system 

by buying VIDI tokens at a lower price on one DEX and selling at a higher price on 

another, benefiting from price discrepancies. 

5. Use Your Referral Code: Share your unique referral code to introduce new 

users to Vidiac. Each successful referral can earn you free VIDI tokens, 

contributing to your investment and supporting the ecosystem's growth. 

6. Stay Informed and Engaged: Join the Vidiac community through our 

official communication channels to stay updated on new developments, participate 

in governance, and connect with other investors and creators. 

Conclusion 

Getting started with Vidiac is designed to be as accessible and rewarding as 

possible, whether you’re contributing creative content or investing in the creative 

economy. Vidiac’s ecosystem offers a unique blend of opportunities for 

monetization, investment, and community engagement, all underpinned by the 

innovative use of blockchain technology. For any assistance or further 

information, the Vidiac support team is ready to help guide you through the 

process, ensuring a smooth and successful integration into our growing 

community. 

 

Contact Information and Support 

Engaging with the Vidiac community and accessing support are crucial aspects of 

maximizing your experience within our ecosystem. Whether you're seeking 

assistance, looking to connect with fellow creators and investors, or wanting to 

stay updated on the latest Vidiac developments, we provide multiple channels for 

communication and support. Here’s how you can reach out and stay connected: 

 

 



Official Website 

• Vidiac Platform: Explore the features, opportunities, and latest updates on 

Vidiac by visiting www.up-defi.com/vidiac. 

• Merchandise Store: For creators looking to sell merchandise or fans 

wanting to support their favorite creators, visit www.vidiac.shop. 

Social Media 

Stay engaged with the Vidiac community and keep up with real-time updates 

through our social media platforms: 

• Twitter: Follow us https://twitter.com/UPDefiCrypto for tweets, news, and 

community highlights. 

• Telegram: Join the conversation on our Telegram channel 

https://t.me/vidiac_token for direct chat and updates. 

• Instagram: Follow https://www.instagram.com/updeficrypto/ on 

Instagram for visual content and updates. 

• Discord: Engage with the community on Discord through 

https://discord.gg/U2B8vhTN2P Discord is a great place for live discussions, 

support, and connecting with fellow members. 

Email Support 

For specific inquiries, partnership proposals, or support requests, our dedicated 

team is ready to assist you. Reach out to us at: 

• General Inquiries and Support: contact@up-defi.com 

• Merchandise Store Support: contact@vidiac.shop 

Getting Involved 

Whether you're a creator interested in leveraging Vidiac for monetization, an 

investor looking for opportunities within the creative economy, or a supporter 

eager to engage with the platform, we welcome you to get involved. Use the 

provided links to explore, connect, and contribute to the Vidiac ecosystem. Your 

participation is what shapes and strengthens our community. 

 

 



Conclusion 

At Vidiac, we're dedicated to building a supportive, engaging, and transparent 

ecosystem for video creators and investors alike. By providing multiple channels 

for communication and support, we aim to foster a vibrant community where 

every member feels valued and empowered. Whether you have questions, need 

assistance, or simply wish to share your Vidiac experience, we encourage you to 

reach out and connect with us. Together, we're shaping the future of content 

creation and monetization on the blockchain. 


